Auto-orientation of G-wire DNA on mica.
Scanning probe microscopy was used to examine the orientation of Tet1.5 quadruplex DNA polymers, a.k.a. "G-wires", after adsorption onto freshly cleaved Phyllosilicate micas. The G-wires appear to have a preferential orientation at 60 degrees intervals after thorough rinsing and slow drying. The angles the G-wires made with the fast scan direction of the SPM probe were measured and the frequency-angle information was quantitatively characterized by an empirical correlation coefficient. Careful measurements indicate the Tet1.5 G-wires orient along the b lattice vector of mica, the next nearest neighbor potassium vacancy. A model is proposed to explain this auto-orientation affect due to alignment of the G-wires' phosphate backbone through magnesium tether cations. Pairs of adjacent, parallel phosphate groups of the G-wires (0.95 nm apart) appear to align with the next nearest neighbor potassium vacancy sites of mica (0.90 nm apart). This behavior is not observed in solution. The potential for using the auto-orientation phenomena in the development of high-density biomolecular nano-electronic devices is explored.